Review: Roadburn Saturday 12th
Of all of the days at Roadburn this year,
Friday was the one with the highest
concentration of bands that were absolute
dealbreakers for me - Magma, Änglagård
and Trettioåriga Kriget. If I missed this lot,
I could pretty much consider my mission a
failure. There's plenty of other bands on
across the festival I wanted and want to
catch but that's pretty much the holy trinity
for me.
First up were Magma. Now, it took me a
very long time to fully appreciate Magma.
They were one of those rare bands that
come along who you know you should
love but for some reason or another
something just doesn't quite click. After
many a year of intermittently testing the
waters with their… difficult… sound, one
day I finally saw the light. So it was that I
found myself absolutely gagging to see
Magma yesterday, and they did not
disappoint. They were, in fact, absolutely
Magma-nificent (apologies).

Christian Vander and the band were an
absolutely textbook example of a
supremely well-drilled and supernaturally
skilled unit. To have seen any individual
member of the band playing alone would
have been a thing to remember, but to see

the eight members of Magma onstage
tonight working as a supremely cohesive
unit was, to be honest, a near fucking
religious experience. Magma were
absolutely transcendent.
Following that was a task and a half, but I
ran across to Het Patronaat to try and catch
The Body, and well, they did their best to
thoroughly level that venue. Excoriating,
brutally churning and near-overwhelming,
the duo ripped that pretty church a new
asshole – even with a stand-in drummer.

After having my head consummately
caved-in, I was desirous of something a
little less heavy-duty on the ol' ear'oles, so
I eagerly headed over to the 013 Green
Room to see Sweden's Änglagård, and to
get a further fix of progtabulous goodness.
Mostly instrumental, their set saw them
cover all three albums of their back
catalogue in a dazzling display of Gentle
Giant and Jethro Tull-infused progressive
musicality, with special attention on my
part being paid to bassist Johan Brand,
owner of THE best bass sound of the entire
festival, as far as I'm concerned. His
ridiculously punchy, twangy tone lead the
five-piece from the fore and really helped

to earth their complex, shifting flights
of musical ecstasy.
That utterly gorgeous, unearthly,
Mellotron sound and the earth-shifting
burr of Brand's Moog Minitaur also
contributed to the melange of complex
tones on display, combining with the
breathy beauty of Anna Holmgren's
flute and saxophone and Tord
Lindman's fluid, expressive guitar to
create quite the impressive sonic stew.
My final absolute must of the evening
was Änglagård's fellow Swedish
proggers – and fathers of the Swedish
progressive rock scene – Trettioåriga
Kriget, of whom I have been a great
admirer for a good few years now and
was particularly excited to see added
to Michael Åkerfeldt's day.
Playing a set that spanned their entire
career, from their 1974 self-titled

debut right up to 2011's Efter Efter,
the quintet firmly demonstrated that
they were still more than capable of
holding their own against any of
their latter day prog brethren with a
supremely
naturalistic
and
completely assured performance that,
although having a decidedly less
spiky, icy tone than their earlier
recordings, managed to fully justify
my excitement at the prospect of
seeing them.
Particular praise on my behalf must
go out to bassist Stefan Fredin, who
very much served as the focal point
and fulcrum of the entire musical
endeavour and drummer Dag
Lundquist,
whose
tireless,
impressive
and
energetic
performance could have shamed a
drummer half of his age. Verily they
didst kick my ass. – Paul Robertson

Loop Comes Full Circle
Crawling out of the badlands of
Croydon, South London, in 1986, Loop
represented the drearier impulses of the
mid-‘80s alternative music scene.
Where their contemporaries were
enmeshed in the burgeoning C90 and
jangly indie scenes, Loop, led by
guitarist/vocalist Robert Hampson,
ventured further upriver to visit the
heart of darkness.

Fuelled by the aggressive cosmic slop
of The Stooges and the firebrand rock
of The MC5, NY minimalist art-rockers
like Suicide and the motorik
psychedelia of Krautrock, Hampson –
soon joined by drummer John Wills,
bassist Neil MacKay and guitarists
James Endeacott and Scott Dowson –
led Loop through a series of skinflayingly loud live shows and
increasingly
darker,
further-out
recordings, from 1987's droned-out
Heaven's End through to 1990's ornate,
dub-influenced crowning swansong, A
Gilded Eternity, coming just before
Hampson got out of the boat and
terminated the mission in 1991.

With Wills and MacKay forming avantrockers The Hair And Skin Trading
Company in the aftermath, Hampson and
Dowson moved into arch-minimalism with
the increasingly guitarless Main.
“…I was constantly asking friends and my
wife at the time, ‘What do I need to do to
make people understand, to get them away
from this guitar thing? What do I have to do
to put a definitive foot down and just say to
everyone, for Christ’s sake, will you just
leave the guitar thing alone?’ Every time
anyone mentioned Main they talked about
guitars, and so I thought the easiest thing to
do was to abandon the name. So that’s what
I did, even though the music I was making
didn’t radically change – it just became a
solo-project under my own name. But at the
end of the day, that didn’t achieve anything,
because people still talk about me as a guitar
player.”

And so it was, for 22 years, with Hampson
looking like he'd turned his back on sturm
und drang amp-howling psych-rock forever,
happily making solo albums of guitarless
beauty and the other members eventually
all-but languishing in obscurity, until, that
was, Hampson joined Godflesh onstage at
Roadburn 2013 during the performance of
their classic Pure album at the 013.

Not content with caving the heads of
the audience in with the bleak
mechanised bludgeon of Pure, the
encore saw Hampson step up to the
mic and launch into a Godfleshdriven take on Loop's fan-favourite
track “Straight To Your Heart,”
lighting up the faces of those of us
in the audience old enough to have
seen Loop live all of those years ago
and kicking the asses of those too
young to have heard anything but
the recordings.
Clearly, there was unfinished
business. Whispers were heard,
rumours circulated, until one day in
April of 2013, Hampson issued a
statement that began with the
following words...
“It was a long time ago… and it
didn’t really finish that well. I’m not
sure anyone of us can really put our
fingers on specific reasons, for they
are legion, but after many, many

years of being asked why not play
again, I can’t seem to find any
excuses for why not to anymore.
To always pursue a forward
motion has been my goal, but what
goes around comes around as they
say.”
It was a long-held dream for
Roadburn that one day Loop
would play, and, yes, we were one
of those who never let go,
clamouring for the return of a band
so vital to our collective vision and
aesthetic, and it may have taken
longer than we could have
imagined, but here we are, with
one of our all-time favourite bands
heading the bill for Roadburn
2014. Very much our dreams
come true.
Indeed, as Hampson himself said,
what goes around tends to come
back upon itself. Like a Loop...
– Paul Robertson

Saturday Daily Picks
Each day we asked the Weirdo Canyon Dispatch staff to choose their must see
band of the day, after lots of deliberation, here’s the choices…
Adrien Begrand
Today’s the day the eclectic fun really kicks into gear, and the best stretch is
bound to be Indian, Mansion, and Loop, which veers from caustic sludge/doom,
Kartanoist dogma, and psychedelic shoegaze genius.

Saúl Do Caixão
1. Get really, really high for Loop.
2. In praise of classic Vestcore: 11Paranoias.
3. Raise a goblet to Crom and Trouble: Age Of Taurus.
4. Circle: you either get them or you don't, there is no fence to sit on.
5. Primitive doom metal, despite shit choice of band to do their latest split with: Horse
Latitudes.
6. Spiritual hard rock: Mansion.
7. Get balls crushed by Noothgrush.
Lee Edwards
Another difficult choice with Loop, YOB, Harsh Toke, -(16)-, but with being a longtime Noothgrush fan, their set for me is a must see!
Walter Hoeijmakers
I have been a massive fan since the release of Fade Out, and smoked days away
listening to that album and A Gilded Eternity. I may be sober for over 22 years, but I
will be stoned out of my mind the moment I see LOOP for the very first time. Don't
need any drugs – tracks like “Collision” and “This Is Where You End” will do!
Kim Kelly
It's going to be a nasty day to roll in with a hangover thanks to Noothgrush and
11Paranoias. Windhand, YOB, and Old Man Gloom surely won't help matters.
Definitely cannot wait to see my old friends Inter Arma and Indian absolutely
obliterate the stage, and to see Tribulation sling their oddball take on creeping death.
JJ Koczan
I count myself lucky any and every time I get to watch YOB on stage. Greatly looking
forward to Gozu and Carlton Melton as well.
Paul Robertson
Looking forward to seeing how Noothgrush cope with the vastness of the Main Stage
– I expect annihilation, which is something that I know YOB will deliver. In spades. I
shall try my level best to catch as much of Tribulation as I can before Old Man Gloom
hit the Main Stage, but I'm resigned to knowing I won't get to see Age Of Taurus up in
the tiny wee Stage01. It's okay though, I saw them last year with Angel Witch and
they were solid. Last, and most certainly not least, it's the main event – Loop on the
Main Stage. I was lucky enough to see them tour for A Gilded Eternity as a young
pup, so I know full well what to expect, and lemme tells yuh, it'll be like getting shot
with a diamond bullet.

José Carlos Santos
Must split myself between Obelyskkh and H A R K, but the whole day will
essentially be of gathering strength for -(16)-, one of my all-time favourites.

Because Everybody Loves A Good List…
Paul Roberston’s Top 5 Reasons Why You Missed That Band You
Really Wanted To See!
1. That Other Band - With so many bands on the bill over several days,
clashes are inevitable. Hard choices must be made!
2. Distracted By Merch Dilemmas - "Black vinyl or coloured? Oooooh,
there's a Die Hard! Heeeeeey, that's a nice shirt.....ohhh, a baseball shirt
too?!?! Wait, WHAT TIME IS IT? AAAAAAAAARGH!!"
3. Distracted By 'Other Substances' - Candlemass are on the main stage
right now and you should be front and centre. Instead you're shuffling around
Tilburg looking at the sky and trying to remember where the KFC is. Or
perhaps you're simply lying in a pool of your own feculence in front of the
V39, either way, YOU MISSED 'EM BUDDY!
4. They Were Playing In The Bat Cave - You mean you honestly thought
you could run from Het Patronaat as soon as the last band finished and get
into Stage 01 in the 013 in time to actually get in to see that hawt new band
you really dig? You snoozed and losed, get there at least half an hour
beforehand next time.
5. Geir Martin Strande - You almost made it past Clancy's without being
spotted. Now you must drink.
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